The existence of a connected 12-regular {K 4 , K 2,2,2 }-ultrahomogeneous graph G is established, (i.e. each isomorphism between two copies of K 4 or K 2,2,2 in G extends to an automorphism of G), with the 42 ordered lines of the Fano plane as vertices and an adjacency resembling that of star Cayley graphs. The graph G can be expressed in a unique way both as the edge-disjoint union of 42 induced copies of K 4 and as the edgedisjoint union of 21 induced copies of K 2,2,2 , with no more copies of K 4 or K 2,2,2 existing in G. Moreover, each edge of G is shared by exactly one copy of K 4 and one of K 2,2,2 . While the line graphs of d-cubes, (3 ≤ d ∈ ZZ), are {K d , K 2,2 }-ultrahomogeneous, G is not even line-graphical. In addition, self-dual configurations associated to G with 2-arc-transitive, arc-transitive and semisymmetric Levi graphs are considered, as well as relevant toroidal subgraphs of G, comprising 21 quadruple-star-of-David graphs and 7 star Cayley graphs.
Introduction
Let H be a connected regular graph and let m, n ∈ ZZ, with 1 < m < n. An {H} m n -graph is a connected graph that: (a) is uniquely representable as an edge-disjoint union of n copies of H; (b) has exactly m copies of H incident to each vertex, with no two such copies sharing more than one vertex; and (c) has only the mentioned n copies of H as subgraphs, and they are induced subgraphs.
An {H} m n -graph G is {H}-ultrahomogeneous, (as in [10] ), if every isomorphism between two copies of H in G extends to an automorphism of G.
A connected graph G is m-regular if and only if it is a {K 2 } m |E(G)| -graph. In this case, G is arc-transitive if and only if G is {K 2 }-ultrahomogeneous. Thus, {H}-ultrahomogeneity is a notion of graph symmetry stronger than arc-transitivity.
If G is an {H i } m i n i -graph, where i = 1, 2, and H 1 = H 2 , then G is said to be an
-graph. If, in addition, G is {H i }-ultrahomogeneous, for both i = 1, 2, then G is {H 1 , H 2 }-ultrahomogeneous, again as in [10] . If each edge of G is in exactly one copy of H i , for both i = 1, 2, then G is said to be fastened. If min(m 1 , m 2 ) = m 1 = 2 and graph G of order 42 and diameter 3 is presented. The role that d-cliques K d and squares K 2,2 play in the line graph of the d-cube is performed in G by tetrahedra K 4 and octahedra K 2,2,2 , but in this case with min(m 1 , m 2 ) =min(4, 3) > 2, so G is non-line-graphical.
The graph G has automorphism-group order |A(G)| = 1008 = 4|E(G)|. In Section 5, the 252 edges of G can be seen as the left cosets of a subgroup Γ ⊂ A(G) of order 4, and its vertices as the left cosets of a subgroup of A(G) of order 24.
Apart from tetrahedra and octahedra, two toroidal graphs, (i.e. embeddable in the torus), appear as subgraphs of G, in: (A) twenty-one 4-regular quadruple-star-of-David graphs, of four 6-holes (i.e. 6-cycles induced in G) and eight triangles each, (Section 6), and (B) seven 3-regular star Cayley graphs, ( [1, 5] ), of twelve 6-holes each, (Section 7).
These four equivalence classes of subgraphs of G, i.e. tetrahedra, octahedra and the two mentioned types of toroidal graphs, allow in Section 9 to define several combinatorial configurations related to G, three of which are self-dual, with their Levi graphs, ( [3, 11] ), as: (1) a 4-regular 2-arc-transitive graph, ( [2, 8, 9] ), on 84 vertices and 1008 automorphisms, with diameter = girth = 6, reflecting a natural duality property of G; (2) an 8-regular arctransitive graph on 42 vertices and 2016 automorphisms, with diameter = 3 and girth = 4; and (3) a 6-regular semisymmetric graph, ( [7, 12] ), on 336 vertices and 1008 automorphisms, with diameter = girth = 6 and just two slightly differing distance distributions. The Menger graph and dual Menger graph associated to this Levi graph have common degree 24 and diameter = girth = 3, with 1008 and 2016 automorphisms, respectively.
After some considerations on the Fano plane, we pass to define G and study its properties.
Fano plane and Pasch configurations
The Fano plane F , consisting of the (7 3 )-configuration, is formed by the nonzero binary 3-tuples 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111, with simplified notation given by their respective decimal readings, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. The lines of the Fano plane, or Fano lines, constitute a Steiner triple system. The deletion of each Fano line ℓ from F yields an affine plane F ℓ , of which ℓ is its line at infinity. It will be useful in Section 6 below that each octahedral triangle t in the claimed graph G be labeled by such an F ℓ , with the edges of t having the points of ℓ as labels. As an example, a triangle t with its edges labeled by the points of the Fano line ℓ = 246 may be considered with the following disposition of the points of F as labels inside t (represented as an equilateral triangle, and up to rotations by angles of 120
• and 240 A Pasch configuration P C(ab, cd, ef ), ( [11, 12] ), also known as a (6 2 , 4 3 )-configuration, ( [3] ), or as a fragment, ([13] ), is a collection of triples {ace, adf, bcf, bde}, where a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ F are distinct elements. Continuing our example above, given a vertex v of t, four Fano lines can be formed from the elements of the affine plane F ℓ and the labels of the two edges incident to v. These Fano lines, missing from F only the label of the edge opposite to v, conform a fragment. The three fragments that can be formed this way are: P C(15, 26, 37), P C(17, 24, 35), P C(57, 13, 46), which may be considered as respective labels for the upper-left, upper right and lower vertices of any of the four representations of t above, in concordance with the notation we will use for the vertices of G.
The notation of a fragment can be modified without alteration by means of any permutation of its three ordered pairs and/or by any joint transposition of the symbols of any two ordered pairs.
3 Ordered Fano pencils and the graph G Given a point p of F , the collection of lines through p is a pencil of F . A linearly ordered presentation of these lines is an ordered pencil through p. An ordered pencil v through p is denoted v = (p, q a r a , q b r b , q c r c ), orderly composed, in reality, by the lines pq a r a , pq b r b , pq c r c . Note that there are 3! = 6 ordered pencils through any point p of F .
Ordered pencils constitute the vertex set of our claimed graph G, with any two vertices v = (p, q a r a , q b r b , q c r c ) and
) adjacent whenever the following two conditions hold:
The three points of intersection resulting from item 2 form a Fano line, which we consider as an ordered Fano line by taking into account the subindex order a < b < c, and as such, set it as the long label of the edge vv ′ . We remark that the adjacency relation of G resembles that of the star Cayley graphs, ( [1, 5] ), in that there exists an edge vv ′ of G whenever v ′ is obtained from v by means of an exchange of information between the initial entry and the j-entry of v, for some j ∈ {a, b, c}, but with stabilizing changes in the other two entries.
The map Φ that sends the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 respectively onto the lines 123, 145, 167, 246, 257 ,347, 356 has the duality properties that each point p of F pertains to the lines Φ(q), with q varying in Φ(p), and that each Fano line ℓ contains the points Φ(k), where k runs over the lines passing through Φ(ℓ). An alternate definition of G can be given via Φ −1 , in which the vertices of G can be seen as the ordered Fano lines x a x b x c , with any two such vertices adjacent if their associated Fano lines share the entry in F of exactly one of its three positions, either a or b or c. We keep throughout, however, the ordered-pencil presentation of G, but the first self-dual configuration of Subsection 8.1 and accompanying example show that the suggested dual presentation of G is valid as well.
Notice that the vertices of G with initial entry p = 1 appear in lexicographic order as:
( which may be simplified in notation by using super-indices a through f to denote the shown order, that is:
A similar lexicographic presentation may be given to the vertices of G having p = 2, . . . , 7. This treatment covers the 42 vertices of G.
As an example of the adjacency of G, the neighbors of 1 a = (1, 23, 45, 67) in G are: Given vertices v = (p, q a r a , q b r b , q c r c ) and ′ j intersect at q j . Then q j (including the subindex j) is taken as the short label for the edge vw. This provides G with a labeling with symbols q j , where q ∈ F and j ∈ {a, b, c}. For example, the short labels q j corresponding to the twelve edges incident to 1 a , as cited above, are:
Each vertex of G belongs to three induced copies of K 2,2,2 in G. For example, the sets of short labels q j of edges of such copies for the vertex 1 a are:
Each q j labels the edges of a specific 4-hole (i.e. 4-cycle induced in G) in its corresponding copy of K 2,2,2 . The three short labels appearing in each copy of K 2,2,2 correspond bijectively with the three 4-holes, the edges of each 4-hole bearing a common short label of its own.
A similar situation holds for any other vertex of G: there is a copy of K 2,2,2 in G whose set of short labels of edges is {x j , y j , z j }, for each line xyz of F and index j ∈ {a, b, c}. We denote this copy of K 2,2,2 by [xyz] j . As a result, there is a total of 21 = 7 × 3 copies of K 2,2,2 in G. In fact, triangles with short labels q j sharing a common j (but q varying), and 4-holes (i.e. induced 4-cycles) are only present in the described copies of K 2,2,2 in G. (These 4-holes necessarily have short labels sharing a common q j , and opposite vertices which, as ordered pencils, pass through a common point of F , yielding a total of two such points per 4-hole.) In fact, these triangles are respectively: In fact, these 4-holes are respectively:
Copies of K 4 in G
There is one copy of K 4 in G for each ordered Fano line xyz. Such a copy, denoted < xyz >, is formed by three pairs of equally labeled opposite edges, with labels x a , y b and z c . For each p ∈ F \ {x, y, z}, there is exactly one vertex (p, q a r a , q b r b , q c r c ) of < xyz >, with x ∈ q a r a , y ∈ q b r b , z ∈ q c r c . The long labels of the edges of < xyz > are precisely xyz. Since there are 42 such copies of K 4 in G, we arrive at the following result. P C(1) = P C(23, 45, 67) = {246, 257, 347, 356}, P C(2) = P C(13, 46, 57) = {145, 167, 347, 356}, P C(3) = P C(12, 47, 56) = {145, 167, 246, 257}, P C(4) = P C(15, 26, 37) = {123, 167, 257, 357}, P C(5) = P C(14, 27, 36) = {123, 167, 246, 347}, P C(6) = P C(17, 24, 35) = {123, 145, 257, 347}, P C(7) = P C(16, 25, 34) = {123, 145, 246, 356}. Figure 1 shows the disposition of the induced copies of K 2,2,2 and K 4 incident to the vertex 7 f in G, represented by three octahedra and four tetrahedra, respectively, with vertices and edges accompanied by their respective simplified notations and short labels. The four tetrahedra in the figure are also shown as separate entities, for better distinction, while the three octahedra are integrated in the central drawing as an upper-left, an upper-right and a lower-central octahedron, radiated from the central vertex, 7 f . Starting from the right upper corner in the figure and shown counterclockwise, the three octahedra have respective composing 4-holes, each sub-indexed with its common edge label, as follows:
The triangles in each octahedron here differ from those in the copies of K 4 in G by the way they are labeled. For example, the copies of K 4 in Figure 1 , namely those denoted < 321 >, < 426 >, < 356 >, < 451 >, have their corresponding sets of constituent triangles with the clockwise sequences of simplified notations and short labels of respective alternate incident vertices and edges, as follows:
This reflects the fact that the vertex 7 f = (7, 34, 25, 16) = (p, q a , r a , q b r b , q c r c ) is associated with the Pasch configuration P C(34, 25, 16) = P C(q a r a , q b r b , q c r c ) given with its triples ordered according to the presence of the different symbols = 7 at the three pair positions a, b, c, which is shown in the ordered Fano lines 321 = q a q b q c , 426 = r a q b r c , 356 = q a r b r c , 451 = r a r b q c , or in their respectively associated tetrahedra: < 321 >, < 426 >, < 356 >, < 451 >. These ordered lines form the ordered Pasch configuration P C(7 f ) = {321, 426, 356, 451}. Similarly, an ordered Pasch configuration is associated to the set of copies of K 4 incident to any other vertex of G. Moreover, the following two results are readily checked. 
The edges of G can be seen as the left cosets of a subgroup Γ ⊂ A(G) of order 4, and its vertices as the left cosets of a subgroup of A(G) of order 24.
Proof: |A(K 2,2,2 )| = 48 and |E(K 2,2,2 )| = 12, agreeing with the fact that |Γ| =
Since G is the edge-disjoint union of 21 copies of K 2,2,2 , it contains a total of 21|E(K 2,2,2 )| = 21 × 12 = 252 edges. Now, Magma yields |A(G)| = 21|A(K 2,2,2 )| = 21 × 48 = 1008, (with direct calculation left as an alternate exercise). This is 4 times the number 252 of edges of G, which is consistent with the fact that G is arc-transitive. Its edges correspond to the left cosets of Γ in A(G) and its vertices to the left cosets of the stabilizer of 1 a = (1, 23, 45, 67) in A(G), whose order is 24. It is easy to see that G is non-line-graphical fastened {K 4 , K 2,2,2 }-ultrahomogeneous.
Toroidal subgraphs of G with 3-and 6-holes
In this section and in the following one, two different toroidal graphs are considered as noninduced subgraphs of G containing 6-holes, as well as the subgraphs of G they induce.
Toroidal quadruple-star-of-David subgraphs
The graph T obtained from either side of Figure 2, (representing a subgraph of the (3,6,3,6 )-tessellation, [6] ), by identifying boundary vertices having common label and the boundary edges they induce, is a toroidal graph. Each vertex of G belongs to six subgraphs isomorphic Proof: The correspondence from the set of triangles of [q] j onto the collection of copies of K 2,2,2 in G given by inclusion is a one-to-one graph map. Therefore, the triangles in [q] j belong to different octahedra in G. j is a copy of T in G and C a 6-hole in it, can be be used to draw a representation of [q] j as in Figure 3 , in which the edges of E(T ) \ E(T ) are labeled q j . By representing the six tetrahedra in Theorem 6.5 as vertices of a new graph < 1 > c , making each two of them adjacent in < 1 > c if they intersect at a vertex of [1] c , (i.e. have a vertex of [1] c in common, which is unique in each case), we may label the edges of < 1 > c with the vertices realizing those intersections, as shown in the representation of < 1 > c depicted to the right of the main representation, of [1] c , in Figure 3 . For each point p of F and each j ∈ {a, b, c}, there is a graph < p > j like the one just produced. 7 Toroidal subgraphs of G with only 6-holes
In this section, we restrict to subgraphs of G with 6-holes.
Star Cayley subgraphs of G
Another toroidal subgraph is present in G, namely the star Cayley graph ST 4 , ( [1, 5] Figure 4 represents a cutout that yields [246] by identification of corresponding vertices and edges on the parallel sides delimiting the figure and by stitching together the halves of those faces separated by those parallel sides. 
